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1. Skeleton Signal Alignment
The details of our skeleton signal alignment are depicted in
Algorithm 1. (xs, ys), hs, ws refer to the coordinates of the
upper left corner, the height, and the width for the bound-
ing box of source protagonist. (xr, yr), hr, wr refer to the
counterparts in reference frame, i.e., the coordinates of the
upper left corner, the height, and the width for the bound-
ing box of reference protagonist. w∗

r indicates the resized
width of source protagonist. Rectangle Boundary(·) in-
dicates cv2.boundingRect(·).

2. Task Comparison
We propose MotionEditor to tackle a higher-level and more
challenging video editing—video motion editing. Given the
source video, target prompt, and reference video, our model
can directly edit the motion of the source video according to
that of the reference video and the description of the target,
while preserving the appearance information of the source
video. The comparison details are depicted in Table 1.

3. Experiment Details
Since existing methods are not designed for motion edit-
ing, we make several modifications to their models. For
pose-guided video generation models, we input DDIM in-
verted source video latent to Follow-Your-Pose [3] and
ControlVideo [10], which enables them to perform con-
trollable video editing. For video attribute editing mod-
els, Tune-A-Video [7], MasaCtrl [1], and FateZero [4] are
equipped with ControlNet [9] which enables them to accept
additional controllable signals inputs. In terms of human
motion transfer models, we only feed the first frame of each
video to LWG [2] and MRAA [5] to follow their original
pipelines. The remaining settings are identical to those in
our proposed MotionEditor. We illustrate the video motion
editing results of 32 frames with a 4× sampling ratio for
better visual appeal.

Algorithm 1 Skeleton Alignment
Input: Source Skeleton Ssr , Source Mask Msr; Reference
Skeleton Srf , Reference Mask Mrf

▷ Resize Operation
(xs, ys), hs, ws = Rectangle Boundary(Msr)
(xr, yr), hr, wr = Rectangle Boundary(Mrf )
ratio = wr/float(hr)
w∗

r = Round(ratio · hs)
PS = resize(Srf [ yr : yr + hr, xr : xr + wr ], (hs, w

∗
r ))

PM = resize(Mrf [ yr : yr + hr, xr : xr + wr ], (hs, w
∗
r ))

Srf = zeros like(Ssr)
Mrf = zeros like(Msr)
if w∗

r < ws :
Srf [ ys : ys + hs, xs : xs + w∗

r ] = PS

Mrf [ ys : ys + hs, xs : xs + w∗
r ] = PM

else:
Srf [ ys : ys + hs, xs − (w∗

r − ws) : xs + ws ] = PS

Mrf [ ys : ys + hs, xs − (w∗
r − ws) : xs + ws ] = PM

▷ Translation Operation
coordinatess = where(Msr == 1)
coordinatesr = where(Mrf == 1)
centers = Mean(coordinatess, axis = 0)
centerr = Mean(coordinatesr, axis = 0)
vtrans = centers − centerr
dx = vtrans[ 0 ], dy = vtrans[ 1 ]
Mtrans = [[ 1, 0, dx ], [ 0, 1, dy ]]
S̄tg = WarpAffine(Srf ,Mtrans,Srf .shape)
Output: Aligned Target Skeleton S̄tg

4. Discussion on Video Motion Editing and Hu-
man Motion Transfer

Video Motion Editing requires directly performing motion
transfer on video over temporal dimension, which considers
the per-frame dynamic background information and camera
movement. In contrast, the pipeline of human motion trans-
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Table 1. Tasks comparison among pose-guided image generation, human motion transfer, pose-guided video generation, video attribute
editing, and video motion editing.

Task Input Output

Pose-guided Image Generation (ControlNet [9]) Prompt + Pose Image
Human Motion Transfer (LWG [2] and MRAA [5]) Image + Series of Poses Video
Pose-guided Video Generation (Follow-Your-Pose [3] and ControlVideo [10]) Prompt + Series of Poses Video
Video Attribute Editing (Tune-A-Video [7], MasaCtrl [1] and FateZero [4]) Video + Prompt Video

Video Motion Editing (MotionEditor) Video + Series of Poses + Prompt Video

Table 2. Quantitative comparisons with our proposed MotionEdi-
tor and concurrent works.

Method CLIP (↑) L-S (↓) L-N (↓) L-T (↓)

DisCo [6] 27.75 0.355 0.177 0.150
MagicAnimate [8] 28.11 0.298 0.191 0.113

Ours 28.86 0.273 0.124 0.082

fer [2, 5] only demands one single image which ignores the
additional dynamic information. We conduct two compar-
ison experiments on a case with dynamic background in-
formation and a case with camera movement. The results
are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. We can see that our
MotionEditor can perform motion editing in higher quality
while maintaining the additional dynamic information. The
results of human motion transfer models are limited to a sin-
gle given image, thereby resulting in static background in-
formation and camera movement. In addition, they are usu-
ally constrained to images with clean backgrounds. When
the background is intricate with complex scenes, their mod-
els exhibit limited capabilities.

Human motion transfer methods (e.g., LWG [2] and
MRAA [5]) are also sensitive to the initial source pose.
They demand simple initial source poses, for example, a
person standing squarely. We conduct an experiment that
selects frames with different and complex poses as the ini-
tial image for motion transfer. The result is illustrated in
Figure 9. Note that only the first frame of each transfer is
presented. It indicates that human motion transfer models
fail to directly handle different and complex initial poses
while our MotionEditor shows its superiority in video mo-
tion editing.

5. Additional Results

Figure 2 and 3 show additional video motion editing results
of MotionEditor. Figure 4 shows the complete comparison
results. Figure 5 and 6 provide additional comparison re-
sults and ablation study results.

Table 3. Quantitative validation of the impact of frame count.

Input Setting CLIP (↑) L-S (↓) L-N (↓) L-T (↓)

Single Image 28.82 0.312 0.168 0.121
2 Frames 28.68 0.292 0.160 0.117
4 Frames 28.77 0.287 0.151 0.104
8 Frames 28.72 0.284 0.142 0.097

Intact Video 28.86 0.273 0.124 0.082

Table 4. Ablation results for attention injection.

Method CLIP (↑) L-S (↓) L-N (↓) L-T (↓)

w/o mask 28.42 0.295 0.133 0.113
Attention Map 26.34 0.344 0.158 0.179
[Cur] 28.56 0.292 0.138 0.111
[First, Cur] 28.77 0.285 0.128 0.092
[Prev] 28.47 0.310 0.136 0.126
w/o temporal 28.60 0.298 0.134 0.104
w/o target 27.32 0.322 0.153 0.141

Ours 28.86 0.273 0.124 0.082

6. Comparison with Concurrent Works

We further compare with the only two open-sourced con-
current works (DisCo [6] and MagicAnimate [8]) as
shown at Table 2 and Figure 10. We observe ours outper-
forms theirs.

7. Impact of frame count

MotionEditor addresses motion-level editing that demands
maintaining original camera movement and dynamic back-
ground. Table 3 and Figure 11 demonstrate the impact of
the frame count. MotionEditor performs better as more
frames are used. Moreover, we maintain the camera move-
ment in original videos, while DisCo has a static back-
ground as it only takes single-image input.

8. Ablation for attention injection

We have conducted an ablation for potential designs. In
Table 4, w/o mask, w/o temporal, and w/o target refer to
our proposed attention mechanism without mask separa-
tion, temporal attention injection, and concatenation with



Figure 1. The failure case of our MotionEditor.

Table 5. Similarity of the CLIP feature in terms of the foreground
and the background.

Method Foreground-Sim (↑) Background-Sim (↑)

Tune-A-Video 0.818 0.885
DisCo 0.741 0.705
MagicAnimate 0.903 0.728

MotionEditor 0.947 0.972

target key and value respectively. Attention Map indicates
the direct attention map injection. [Cur], [First, Cur], and
[Prev] refer to the modifications to Eq.8 in the main paper.
Our proposed attention injection mechanism has the best
performance.

9. Similarity metrics

We measure the similarity of the CLIP feature between
edited results and ground truth separately for foreground
and background. According to Table 5, the results highlight
our effectiveness in both cases.

10. Limitations and Future Work

Figure 1 shows one failure case of our MotionEditor. The
hands of the girl are confused with the surrounding back-
ground. The plausible reason is that the foreground latents
are confused with background latents, thereby introducing
additional bias to self-attention in the U-Net during the de-
noising process. The probable solution is to explicitly de-
couple the foreground and background before the denoising
process and perform the corresponding editing operation on
them. Moreover, a learnable dedicated mixture adapter can
be designed to blend foreground with background naturally.
This part is left as future work.
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Figure 2. Additional video motion editing results (1/2).
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Figure 3. Additional video motion editing results (2/2).
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Figure 4. Complete video motion editing comparison results.
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Figure 5. Additional video motion editing comparison results.
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Figure 6. Additional ablation study results. Rows in the figure are: (a) source, (b) reference, (c) w/o CS Attention, (d) w/o cross attention
in motion adapter, (e) w/o motion adapter, (f) w/o high-fidelity attention injection, (g) w/o skeleton alignment, and (h) MotionEditor.
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Figure 7. Comparison between video motion editing and human motion transfer with dynamic backgrounds.
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Figure 8. Comparison between video motion editing and human motion transfer with camera movement.
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Figure 9. Comparison between video motion editing and human motion transfer with complex initial poses.
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Figure 10. Qualitative comparisons with our proposed MotionEditor and concurrent works.
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Figure 11. Qualitative validation of the impact of frame count.
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